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2 TalenT developmenT in CzeCh golf

This is a manual for training kids from an early age in clubs, through Regional lev-
el work into the National Team. This can be used by coaches or players as a guide 
to be prepared for a professional career. 

This also includes some small technical thoughts on how we work in the National 
Team as well as shots that we think are needed. 

Part one

Is around practice and shots. 

Part two

Is how I think an individual player´s way to the top could look like. 

Part three

Is more of a description of how work in clubs up to elite level can be set up. Here 
most parts are from how it has been done in Sweden. 

Part four

Is about Club junior work. Set ups and exercises. 

Part five

Is about one way to have the Regional work. 

Part six

Is about how we work in the National Team. 

Part seven

Is about practice for Regional and National Team players. 

Part eight

Is different tests and practices. 
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1. PART ONE – PRACTICE

Overall:  A practice can be framed either by time, amount or results. To make 
a practice as stimulating as possible we try to use this or increasing 
quality year by year. We talk around two types of practices: bulk and 
random. Bulk is when we hit a lot of balls from the same spot to the 
same target and random when we use few balls and vary the target. 

We teach around three styles:

 • straight to straight;
 • in to in;
 • in to straight. 

We have to be aware of the correct equipment that suits the players´ technique. Setup 
is different. It is also important what tools we use for practice since this must match 
the stroke that the player can see/feel. 

 We also have to deal with players that read in straight lines and those who read in 
curves. For example a “linear” player suits to use gates in front of them but a “non 
linear” player prefers to have the gate close to the hole. 

Chipping

Players need to have two types of shots:

 • chip and roll;
 • chip and stop. 

The shot depends on the amount of grass you have to hit over before the ball lands 
on the green and how close to the edge of the green the pin will be. 

To learn to use different clubs. To use upper body mainly and a flat left wrist. 

More a putting action. 

Left wrist hardly any action but in right wrist there is a slight hinge back to get some 
angle of attack. Stand close and grip down is to be recommended. Feet flared out but 
rather narrow. Stable lower body. 

To learn to use the body for more speed through the ball to create spin. 

Only wedges for this shot. Use bounce, keep hands close to the body and short fol-
low through is important. 

Players will develop more shots around the green depending on the type of grass they 
will play from and how the courses are set up. Toe chip putting style is one of them. 
This suits when there is thick grass close to the green. 
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Pitching

To use body not only arms is important. In pitching we cock the wrist and re cock it. 
Approximately when the hands pass the trail leg and re cock when hands pass the 
lead leg. Length of swing depends on the distance of the pitch. Same length back 
and forward. 

Flight control is to work on, since contact is the key. Less cock and re cock as well as 
loft on the club decides the height. To grip down is a good way to lower the flight. 
Let the momentum of the club work so club head falls down to the ground, avoid 
to drag the butt towards the target. Strong left hand and neutral to weak right hand 
is recommended but a weak grip in general works, but not a strong right-hand grip.  

Wedge distance work

When the player develops the more important this will become. Top players have 8 
to 12 wedges per round so this is the birdie range. Different methods can be used. 
But fact is that players mostly use a combination of feel and something more. We 
can’t teach around feel so clock method or grip down method is often used. Or even 
a combination of them. Important to work on speed and to have a rather short fol-
low through to assure you use the body. Often I teach that players should have a half 
way back swing and a three quarter back swing with all wedges. They should know 
their distances with those.   

Bunker play

Short distance bunker shot is the most important. Here I want to see a short and more 
aggressive swing that almost stops after impact. Wide stance with a low sitting style. 
Knees over the feet and more pressure on lead foot. Ball just inside the heal on lead 
foot and hands behind or over the ball to use the bounce. Swing is in to in and dur-
ing back swing we open the club face and not at the set up.  

Full Swing

There isn’t one swing for all but one swing for each. For sure we need to be flexible 
so we adjust our teaching according to the player in front of us. Especially impor-
tant is to consider the physical ability for different types of swings. We must first of 
all make sure that the player can have the correct sequence in the swing to be able 
to create power. Then the timing of the parts of the body is a puzzle to do for each 
player, depending on physical things mainly but also what type of shot the player will 
see. If we want the club to come in front of us at impact we either have the ability to 
“release with the body” or we must use more or less arm rotation to square up the 
club. A strong player that can get arms in front without stopping the rotation will be 
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more open with upper body at impact. One plane or two plane? Single pivot, center 
pivot or double pivot?

These things must be up to what can work for the player in relationship to how he 
can create power and get compression to the ball. 

Set up is a central part in order to be able to use the body efficiently. 

Important to tilt forward in the hips to avoid C or S-posture. 

Ball position to match the lateral and rotational move so the low point is on left side 
of the ball for an iron. My preference is that the leading edge is under the centre of 
my chest. To match a slight lateral move towards the leading side at the end of back-
swing and before the rotation. 

Club face aiming has to be checked regularly. 

Body alignment is important to be able to start the ball on the line. Be very keen on 
the shoulder line. 

Stance has to be in balance and at the same time allow for rotation. A too wide stance 
can affect the rotation to the left and can cause slide or hang back. 

Weight too much on toe or heel can cause problems so work with balance back and 
forward to find most pressure on“ balls of feet“. 

Personal reflections: Those who have a preference for one plane swing shall pay at-
tention to the forward tilt of the body so there is a balance between steep and flat. 
For example, it is very important to have steep shoulder plane if you want to have 
low (flat) arm plane. With a flat shoulder rotation especially girls fight with a weak 
contact with the ball. 

Physical part – C-posture vs. S-posture

Over 50 % of all amateur players have C or S-posture. In a lot of cases with right teach-
ing cues and drills are golf coaches able to correct the position of the body. In some 
situations, we have to address the problem to specialists (physiotherapists or fitness 
coaches because of its long-term problem). 
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S-posture

S-posture (red shirt) is a swing characteristic caused by the player creating too much 
arch in their lower back by sticking their tail bone out too much in the setup position. 
It is very typical for girls. We could diagnose this setup fault if we place a shaft on the 
student’s back in their setup position (be aware of a loose t-shirt). There should be 
minimal or no curvature between the lower back and the shaft. If there is a gap be-
tween the shaft and their lower back, they have the S-Posture characteristic. 

This excessive curvature in the lower back puts abnormally high stress on the mus-
cles in the lower back (pain in that area) and causes the abdominal muscles to Relax. 
This improper position could cause plenty of swing faults. 

A lot of things cause S-Posture:

Technical
 • Player doesn’t know how to get to the proper setup position 
 • Player has too much pelvic tilt at the address. 
 • There is a misunderstanding of a good athletic setup position (common for 

athletes who have played baseball, football, and basketball). 

You can stick your butt out at set up without arching your back if you hinge from your 
hips and keep your spine in a neutral, stable posture, but this requires good core 
strength and proper stabilization in the lumbar spine. 

Best cue for kids in this age is a drill called “Make a tail”. 
https://www.cgf.cz/cz/sportovni-golf/priprava/videa   

https://www.cgf.cz/cz/sportovni-golf/priprava/videa
https://www.cgf.cz/cz/sportovni-golf/priprava/videa
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(holds a golf club or stick in front of his body. With two points of contact – one in ster-
num and other in a belt buckle. Then he tries to bend in hips and hold the stick still. 
If he does it successfully, stick forms tail in the target line view. 
If kids still have an excessive lumbar curve, a good drill is making maximal anterior 
tilt and then maximal posterior tilt few times and after that they try to get pelvis into 
a neutral position. Usually, becomes lumbar arch immediately flatter. 
If an athlete still can’t change lumbar curvature, it’s usually some physical limitation). 

Physical

Sometimes the S-posture is caused by a series of muscle imbalances called a Lower 
Crossed Syndrome (LCS). LCS is a grouping of weak muscles (abdominals and glu-
tes) combined with overactive or tight muscles (hip flexor and lower back) that cre-
ate a combination of muscle imbalances that causes excessive stress on the struc-
tures of the lower back. 

This problem is nowadays widespread because of a sedentary lifestyle, and it should 
be in the hands of a fitness professional or physiotherapeutic. 

C-posture

C-posture occurs when shoulders are bent forward at address, and there is a defini-
tive excessive flexion in the thoracic spine. It is more common for boys. 

This posture can be the result of a poor set up position and can be corrected by phys-
ically adjusting the posture to a more neutral spine. 

Unfortunately, the majority of C-postures are due to series of muscle imbalances 
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and joint restrictions that are developing over many years, and in a lot of cases, the 
only way to correct the C-posture for good is to address these limitations in the gym. 

The most significant joint restriction seen in the C-Posture is the lack of thoracic 
spine extension and rotation (limited backward bend or arching of the upper back). 

2. PART TWO – WAY TO THE TOP

“A perfect way to the top”. Is there such a way? We know that some things are im-
portant for all. 

Balance in life is one. This means that we have to remember to recover, have a social 
life as well as practice a lot. We also know that it is better to stick to one thing instead 
of jumping all over to find the short cut. 

To have a coach that we trust and that we can create a way for our development and 
stick to this is a key factor. 

If there is one swing or one way that works for all, be sure that all would do the same. 

The coach that helps you as a kid might not be the coach that shall help you as a PRO. 
As a PRO we should be the one to guide our player to the next step and also to find 
the way to the next coach. It will help the player to get to the next level. We have to 
know our limits. 

Today most experts agree that it is very important that we let kids do multi sports at 
a young age to develop different skills but also to enjoy. Golf is a rather lonely sport, 
so it is important to have other sports like team sports at a young age. 

When to specialize in one sport depends on the player. All persons are different. For 
balance, coordination and physical development it can be good to do more than golf 
up to 15 years of age. Even if during summer golf needs to be the dominating sport 
from an earlier age. In the age up to 13–14 the practice must be varying and flexible. 
To have fun is very important. In this age special training depends how mature the 
player is. For some it is the perfect age to create club head speed but for some it is 
the age for short game. 

At a young age some like to compete but some not. Here is a tricky balance for par-
ents, since this can be a big thing for the interest in the sport later on. When players 
start to practice on a regular basis and under organized practices the balance be-
tween practice, play and rest is important. It is not so that we can hide behind “he 
likes to do it every day” as an excuse. It is our responsibility to put frames so there 
will be time for recovering. 
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How much practice?

There is not a number that is built on facts. 

For players in Regional Squad or National Team we expect that they can practice golf 
during winter 8 to 15 hours/week and physical 3 to 5 hours. This has to be individually 
planned. During spring 20 to 30 hours of golf depending on personal situation and age. 

Summer should be a balance between practice, recover and tournaments. 

For countries with a six months season 12 to 15 tournaments will give most the pos-
sibility to practice for development but also to recover. 

Another way to say it is that there could be two/three tournaments per month. 

Tournament set up

For young players it is a key to find the balance between challenging tournaments to 
test and learn from and tournaments when you can be in contention. 

To learn to win at an early age is great as well as challenge to see what’s needed for 
the next step. 

When we are a top player in our age in a country it is time to test at international 
tournaments. Try to have the same thinking. Some smaller ones and some bigger for 
inspiring. 

Before you represent your country in international tournaments it is enough with one 
to three international tournaments per year. 

Physical part – strength and conditioning recommendations

These recommendations are for juniors 11+ year old, when we advise applying group 
or individual fitness training (age depends on biological age and mental readiness). 
For younger athletes, we respect Long term athletics development guidelines (more 
in chapter 4) 

Typical golf season for juniors is very long – from April till September (a lot of months 
of sport-specific activity), so if we have physical preparation with classical Periodiza-
tion, we have a problem to develop physical fitness properly. 

This classical Periodization consists of few phases, and it works great for sports with 
one big tournament or competition during season (athletics) or relatively short com-
petition period. 

If we prepare athletes according to this scheme, there is a lot of physical work during 
winter and early spring (preparatory and transition period) and low to no volume 
during the competition period. It’s almost impossible to develop any excellent physi-
cal standard (widespread in our country is 2–4 fitness training session during winter 
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and 0–1 training during late spring and summer). Best advice for physical work with 
junior is leave terms In and Of Season and work with them all around the year. 

It doesn’t mean that training should be all-time the same in the intensity and volume 
and structure, but athletes must accept that optimal physical preparation is without 
any significant pauses. 

Autumn – winter period

3–5 × workouts (min. 3–5 hours/week)

In this period it is the right time for continuously increasing hard work. 

At the beginning to test the physical fitness and screen the players (TPI or FMS), every 
two months retest to see the progress. 

Good training should consist of a proper warm-up, mobility work, activation drills, co-
ordination and speed and power station, stability (strength) station, and basic condi-
tioning – sprint intervals (treadmill, bike, assault bike, jump ropes, etc. ). 

Start with basics non-golf-specific exercises. Proper technique is more critical than 
the weight of barbells. Training should aim to whole body (we don’t divide it into the 
body parts). 3–4 training sessions are enough in this stage, with days off for recovery. 
It is also great time for 1–2 sport activities (other sports than golf) or yoga or ELDOA 
classes (especially for boys) 

https://www.mytpi.com/shop/online-courses/eldoa-for-golf   

Spring period

3 workouts (min. 3 hours/week)

We continue with three fitness sessions per week, and we add some exercises which 
simulate golf swing, a lot of unilateral exercises, and more power and coordination 
drills. We lower the amount of conditioning because players now spend more time 
at the golf course. 

Summer period

min. 2 workouts (min 2–3 hours/week)

The most problematic part of the season, there is the highest amount of tournaments. 
We still have at least two physical trainings per week and at least one mobility (re-
hab) training. 

If we don’t have any tournament during a week, we have the same training structure 
as in spring. If we have a tournament, we must change the structure and intensity of 
the training according to the tournament schedule. 

https://www.mytpi.com/shop/online-courses/eldoa-for-golf
https://www.mytpi.com/shop/online-courses/eldoa-for-golf
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Example of a week with 3-days tournament and practice round:

(Typically Friday to Sunday + practice round before)

Monday – hardest training (full structure of training, whole-body)

Tuesday – mobility + coordination

Wednesday – easier training (full structure, lower intensity, whole-body)

Thursday – mobility + coordination (prior or after the round – depends on tee time)

Friday – Sunday – depends on a tee time, try to add at least ½ hour mobility, activation 
and coordination exercises, if you have more time between rounds (early morning and 
next day late tee time – it is option to have lower intensity training in the morning)

With that system, you have a good amount of training impulses and regeneration dur-
ing the whole season, and you can continuously improve your physical fitness and 
prevent from injuries. 

Here you can find tournament workouts of some famous players (they have much 
more intensive season if we compare it to amateur players and still doing it):

John Rahm 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AzCqG5RSp_8   

Rickie Fowler
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GAk8biXykNo   

Justin Thomas
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Quk9_nuu92U   

Jordan Spieth
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AvuD4hsvw9c&t=73s   

Adam Scott
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xo7-a88JKcc   

Tommy Fleetwood
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gQRhqT7cKps   

Alex Noren
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q9_4cRgHQRM   

Other very interesting information about physical preparation is at PGA Tour Active
https://www.pgatour.com/active.html   

and Instagram of European Tour Performance Institute & Physio Unit 
(etpi_performanceunit)
https://www.instagram.com/etpi_performanceunit/?hl=cs   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AzCqG5RSp_8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AzCqG5RSp_8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GAk8biXykNo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GAk8biXykNo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Quk9_nuu92U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Quk9_nuu92U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AvuD4hsvw9c&t=73s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AvuD4hsvw9c&t=73s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xo7-a88JKcc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xo7-a88JKcc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gQRhqT7cKps
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gQRhqT7cKps
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q9_4cRgHQRM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q9_4cRgHQRM
https://www.pgatour.com/active.html
https://www.pgatour.com/active.html
https://www.instagram.com/etpi_performanceunit/?hl=cs
https://www.instagram.com/etpi_performanceunit/?hl=cs
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3. PART THREE – FROM CLUB TO ELITE LEVEL

Club junior work

Here we want to create interest in golf and in practicing of golf. We use many tools 
and try to have a variation of practices. Very important is that every set up is short. 

We make sure all who are attending can practice on their level (pacing) but also make 
set ups that are challenging (leading). 

This work shall be planned by pro’s but can be run by parents or other volunteers 
(amateur trainers, elite players). Here are presented exercises for kids. Focus is to 
have fun and at the same time develop. A variation of drills and set ups for practice 
is a key factor. 

Small competitions in teams and individual suit fine at this age. Just pay attention 
to how the group interacts between each other. It is easy to lose talents at this age. 
They don’t feel safe or it’s too much competition. Also make sure that those who are 
ahead of others have the possibility to be stimulated. 

Regional work

To be able to as much as possible guarantee a high quality in all regions we must have 
a similar set up in all. CGF will give a frame work what to do and when. But leave it 
to each region to decide how in terms of exercises. 

Here is presented a general plan for the work. 

Focus on education and developing in all parts of the game but also performing in 
big junior tournaments. 

National Team work – performance

Focus is to perform in amateur tournaments on high quality and prepare for a pro-
fessional life.  

PRO life

There is not so much difference between a third level tour (Pro golf tour) or even 
a second level tour professional player (CT, LETAS) and a good amateur. The biggest 
difference in the game is professionals make fewer mistakes. 

If you have been a top 100 player on WAGR you for sure have the golf part to go all 
the way. 

Big difference is how you handle playing weeks. Since a pro plays 3–4 weeks in a row 
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and then rests and practices back home he has to have real good habits for practice 
during tournament weeks. Both golf and physical. 

You have to be prepared for a rather lonely life in the beginning and also be enjoy-
ing traveling. 

In golf the difference can be slightly tighter fairways and tougher pins. On Europe-
an Tour they often play on firmer greens. On the other hand the conditions of the 
courses are better. 

When turning pro always know that it is your strength that took you there. Build on 
that and if possible sharpen it even more. My experience is that there are far too many 
who try to change technical things when they reach a higher tour. Don’t. Try to play 
and learn what is your part to develop to get lower scores. 

4. PART FOUR – CLUB JUNIOR WORK (8–12 YEARS)

Purpose is to get fundamentals correct and to have fun. Most teaching shall be mixed 
with fun things. Competitions are best in groups. 

Do a lot of short game and on range target practice and from that work on technical 
things for contact mainly. 

Incorporate physical parts in the practice especially around balance and coordination. 

The education will include:

 • mostly group practices;
 • small competitions;

teaching around basics (stance, grip, ball position and balance); for older also under-
standing how hitting down and swing work. 

Please see attached ideas for different practice set ups. 

Exercises for 8–12 years are presented randomly. 

PUTTING

3-knock (pace control)

All stand on a line. One ball. Goal is to be closest to the hole but not in on three putts. 

All hit at the same time. The furthermost away from hole hits his second first. If the 
ball goes into the hole you are out. Closest to hole after three putts wins. It is fine to 
knock away some with your ball or into the hole. 
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Crocket putting (aiming, pace and reading)

Build a course with gates like a crocket course and let them play as crocket. They can 
knock away each other. 

Build a mini golf course with fun traps (aiming, pace and reading)

Play as mini golf.  

Points game (pace)

Tape three different circles around the hole and have tees as starting point. 

5 points for in the hole. 3, 2, 1 points for each circle. 

Decide an amount of points to reach. 

Gate rolling (reading)

Use crocket gates or build with tees. 

Mark a starting point. 

Roll the ball into the gate. 

Let the players compete two and two and see who wins the match. 

Team putting (aiming and strategy)

Mark 3m putts around the holes. Put a team of four around each hole. 

All start at the same time. They shall fill the hole but have to leave the missed putt 
as it is. This is teamwork. 

Circle putting for short distance (aiming)

Make 1 m circle, 10 spots. How many one putts can they have?

Two putts (aiming and pace)

Make a circle from 5 m and try to have two putts. How many out of 10? 

CHIPPING

Contact exercise

Put a tee in front of the ball and they shall make both the ball and the tee “fly”. 

Hit down (contact)

Put a club on the edge of the green and make them fly the ball over the club by hit-
ting down. 

Landing spot (contact)

Put a piece of wood in front and make them land on the wood and jump on to the green. 
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Balloon chip (contact and pace)

Make a circle on a balloon. 

Try to chip and hit the circle without destroying the balloon. 

Large ball hit

Take a soccer ball or basket ball and put it on the green. Every hit gives a point. 

Second level: All in the group hit one at the same time from different spots. 

Closest in every try gets the point. 

Chip course with baskets

Play around the area and use baskets as holes. 

9 holes. 

Chip circle

Make a circle around each hole. Make the circles in different sizes. 

10 balls from each spot and decide that they should land 5 balls inside the circle. 
Then go to the next size. 

Chip circle for random practice

Only one try at each tee and walk around the nine holes until you reach the target 
of points. 

Towel chipping

One size of towel but vary the distance and the amount of hits for the players. 

Towel chipping 2

Here you can also use different sizes of towels to stimulate the better players. 

Try to land a defined amount of balls. 

Nine holes

Mark a chipping course with nine holes and nine tees. Play until nine points but move 
after every try. Two points for in the hole and one for inside a club length. 

V target

Make a course around the putting green and put clubs like a V in front of the hole. 

This makes chipping easy but still focus on club face aiming. This can be practiced with 
a smaller and smaller gap between the clubs. Points when the ball goes into the hole. 

Snake

Make a snake with two ropes in the middle of the green. Two groups with different 
color of balls hit from each side. Which group gets more points by having more balls 
inside the snake?
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Basket exercise

Put a club on the edge of the green in front of each player and a basket horizontal 
facing the player. How many can he hit over the club and into the basket?

Level 2: put the bag instead of the club to make it more difficult. 

Pay attention that they are not trying to lift the ball up but instead they are hitting down. 

Chip between crocket gates (reading)

Set out a nine hole course with gates to run between. Use breaks. Put a stop on the 
other side. 

Short chipping (for the better ones)

Be close to a hole and see if you can fill the cup. Good for focus and challenging. 

Chip and putt

Try often to combine these two for building the understanding of the game. 

BUNKER
Half the group stand in the bunker and half try to catch the ball. Hit bunker shots and 
you get points for your pair if you can catch the ball. 

Use a hard surface (plastic or wood) 

Put wood down in the sand and put the ball on top of the sand so you hit away the 
sand and the ball but the wood is still there. Easy lies to hit. 

Sand hit

Mark a circle around the ball and try to hit away all the sand and discuss what hap-
pens with the ball. 

Light – dark sand

Make sure there is a lighter colored sand on top of the harder and darker sand. 

Hit sand without touching the dark. No balls or soft balls only. 

Umbrella target (soft balls and later standard golf balls)

Put an umbrella as a target and try to land inside. 

Can be done as a team competition with two different types of colors on the balls. 

Out of the bunker

Have as a target to get 50 % out of the bunker. 

Green target

Try to get 50 % on the green. 
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Umbrella or large basket

Try to get X % of the balls into the target. 

PITCH

Balloon burst

Put balloons halfway up on the flags and let players try to break them. 

Golf baseball

Pitch balls to a partner who will catch them with a baseball glove. 

Pitch and splash

Have a large bucket with water and let players stand in a half circle and try to pitch 
into the water so it splashes out. 

Dart golf

Make circles with different colored rope and smaller and smaller. Every circle has 
a point. Try to get as many points as possible. Good indoor thing. Make circles on 
the net. 

Traps in front

Put chairs or whatever in front of you to pitch over. 

SWING

Balance exercises

Stand on one leg. Stand with feet together. Balance board – stand or try to hit from it. 

Pressure transition

Lift leading foot in the back swing and trail foot in the follow through. 10 balls in a row 
and walk at the same time. 

Coordination things

Juggle with three balls. Juggle with the ball on the club. 

PLAY
Make courses in the forest or park like frisbee golf. 

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT

Principles of physical preparation in 8–12 years old kids

Children should progress from basic fundamental movement skills (FMS) to funda-
mental sport skills (FSS). In the training process at this age, we prefer deliberate play 
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activities. Those activities maximize enjoyment. Deliberate play activities have simple 
rules (sporting rules) that are enforced by the children or adults involved in the activity. 

Difference Between FMS & FSS

Striking an object on the ground with a golf club is a fundamental movement skill. 
A child learning this skill will learn to hit many different sized balls with one hand or 
with both hands. They will also learn to strike the ball at different speeds, sometimes 
for accuracy using a lot of different targets and sometimes for distance. 

When the child learns, for example, to chip a golf ball using a golf swing motion and 
tries to get the ball to stop next to the hole, the child moves from a fundamental 
movement skill to learning a fundamental sport skill. 

Most important FMS to develop at this age are:
 • Locomotive Skills: Running, Jumping, Dodging, Skipping, Hopping, Bounding, 

Sprinting
 • Stability Skills (ABCs of Athleticism): Agility, Balance, Coordination, Speed, 

Change of Direction, Disassociation
 • Manipulative / Object Control Skills (ABCs of Athletics): Throw, Kick, Strike, 

Catch, Dribble, Dodge
 • Awareness: Spatial Awareness, Kinesthetic Awareness, Body Awareness, Rules

Physical workouts

Every group or individual session (any age) should start with a proper warm-up  
(5–10 min). 

Primary mobility areas include the thoracic spine, hips, hamstrings, ankle, and shoul-
der. We should use both forms of mobility training – static and dynamic stretching. 

Dynamic stretching – is any flexibility exercise that includes movement throughout 
end ranges of motion. They typically don’t have any holding times and are exercises 
that force the body to stabilize one part while moving others. 

Static stretching – involves holding a stretch for an extended period – usually 30 to 
60 seconds or for a series of slow controlled breaths. 

In the warm-up, we try to introduce mainly dynamic stretches and some basic static 
stretches (especially for boys) these exercises will be the basis of what we eventually 
turn into their pre-round warm-up routine. 

Mobility exercises should be fun and dynamic. We try to use, for example, a series of 
movements similar to the animal movements. 

Positive effect of physical warm up before round is nicely explain in this article:
https://www.mytpi.com/en/articles/fitness/the_science_behind_a_golf_warm_up   

Example of static stretching
https://www.cgf.cz/cz/sportovni-golf/priprava/videa   

https://www.mytpi.com/en/articles/fitness/the_science_behind_a_golf_warm_up
https://www.mytpi.com/en/articles/fitness/the_science_behind_a_golf_warm_up
https://www.cgf.cz/cz/sportovni-golf/priprava/videa
https://www.cgf.cz/cz/sportovni-golf/priprava/videa
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Example of dynamic stretching  

Physical development stations in group training

In children’s age (8–12 years old), you don’t have to have specialized or separate fit-
ness training. All the activities can be introduced by the golf coach (or fitness coach if 
you have in the club) in a group golf session. We advocate station settings for group 
education. Activities should be 5–10 minutes long than switch to another type of ac-
tivity (station). 

We should have a minimum of 2 “physical development” station. 

Object control station

There we have basic striking, kicking and throwing activities with plenty of balls, ob-
jects, and bats of different weights, sizes, materials, shapes and colors. 

Locomotion station

All forms of sprinting, skipping, jumping, hopping are great, focus on agility, quickness, 
change of direction, linear, lateral and multi-directional and chaotic speed. 

Sprints shouldn’t be longer than 5 sec for very young athletes up to 20 sec for 11–12 
years old. 

Agility, Balance, Coordination and Speed

Agility ladders, proper sprint mechanics, quadruped crawling and manipulation with 
an object (juggling, dribbling, catching), climbing, monkey bars, tag and chase etc. 

Stability and mobility

Kids should know how to push, pull (in all planes), bridge and plank. They learn to 
use their muscles and develop neurological control. Upper body, lower body and core 
exercises, full bodyweight exercises (lower body) and activities with small increments 
should be the focus. Later in this stage, we induce the basics of Olympic lifts. 

We start to add small external loads like medicine balls and weighted bars (great for 
the upper body). For the upper body, exercises are much easier to use free weights 
(dumbbells, kettlebells, medicine balls) or rubber bands than bodyweight exercise! 
It is tough to do a proper push up with bodyweight, but it is elementary to do floor 
press with optimal free weight. 

For older athletes (10–12 old), we started with fun bodyweight exercises that helped 
develop their neuromotor control. We talked about correct technique without any 
weight for specific movements (Squat, Deadlift, Chin Up, Push Up, etc. ), and finally, 
we taught them the basics of barbell work by placing a stick on their shoulders, with 
hands at the ends of the stick. Then they performed weight lifting moves without 
weight or lightweight, like overhead squats, deadlifts from a hang position, bent over 
rows, push press, floor press etc. 

https://www.cgf.cz/cz/sportovni-golf/priprava/videa/rozcvicka
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Example of physical activities for younger athletes approx. 8–10 years old (taken from mytpi.com)
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Example of physical activities for younger athletes approx. 8–10 years old (taken from mytpi.com)
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Example of physical activities for younger athletes approx. 10–12yo  (taken from mytpi.com)
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Example of physical activities for younger athletes approx. 10–12yo  (taken from mytpi.com)
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5. PART FIVE – REGIONAL WORK

Regional Team’s intention is to educate players and prepare them for being a mem-
ber on the National Team. 

We want to give the player a possibility to practice with players of similar standard as 
well as under as good circumstances as possible. Our intention is also to offer edu-
cation in areas that is hard to do in clubs. 

We hope this shall lead to a faster development towards becoming a National Team 
player. Focus shall be on development and not performing at this time. Goal is that 
they should be 50 % players in 5 % test when they go to the National Team. 

The purpose is: 

 • to help to establish good fundamentals that can lead to the player being able 
to start the ball on line

 • to be top class in short putting and chipping, 90 % in 1m putts and 50 % in 
5 % test overall for short game

 • to have good physical habits and understanding for how to eat and drink as 
a sports person

The Education will include:

 • yearly testing of physical standard and advice for improving if needed
 • yearly planning with the regional coach and home coach
 • advice for practice set ups
 • advice for tournament schedule
 • teaching the quality practice by using of 5 % practice(for putting inside 3 m – 

 in hole)

Overall set up:

 • Education shall be planned in a period of three years so players will not hear 
the same every year. Three levels of practice. 

 • The set up will be according to standard. For example 30 % – 40 % – 50 % de-
mands in practice for each level

 • We also vary the practice for each level by difficulty in shots. The set up can be 
the same target framed in 5 % but with three different tees (cones);

 • Try to have parents meeting after each camp;
 • Invite personal coaches for all camps;
 • Invite lecturers in areas outside our competence (mental work, fitness, nutrition). 
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Period one – winter

New team meet and we collect facts from:

 • Trackman
 • SAM PuttLab
 • BodiTrack
 • Filmed/videoed golf swings

Working plan together with home coach. 

Purpose for this period is to make a plan for development based on facts but also to 
get the job started in a correct way. Here it is important to clarify who takes respon-
sibility for what. 

This period can mainly be individual but make sure there is also work done and not 
only analyzing.  

Demanding things from us shall be that they practice for at least 10 hours per week 
including physical. 

We also want to make sure there is a fitness coach involved in the job as an advisor. 

The plan for work shall be for the upcoming year but also a longer one for how to 
develop. 

Advice on how to do their tournament schedule where there is space for practice 
and rest. 

For those who are here for second/third time there shall be time for evaluation re-
garding past season. 

Period two – winter

During this time we shall redo some tests to see how the development has been. 

We shall not test everything but focus on those things that have been in the short 
term plan. 

The period shall include a camp abroad and one practice camp back home. 

Purpose is to kick start the work. Learn new habits as well as quantity and quality 
of work. 

Physical and eating habits shall be central during the camp. 

Camp shall include work for technical things around starting on line, short putting and 

chipping mainly. 

More how to do than result orientated. 
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Below technical things effort will be put into. Other things shall have been agreed 
with home coach:

 • Set up for balance and best contact;
 • Take away work;
 • Introducing leg work importance for distance;
 • 2–3 rounds of play – the rest will be practice;
 • Station practice shall include all parts of the game but focus on short putting 

and chipping;
 • Play shall be fun and educational – so also some different set ups. Feedback 

contact with coach and player after the camp to define individual plan for 
two years;

 • A plan shall be made and sent to the player and home coach to be agreed so 
we all work in the same direction;

 • Practices are mainly bulk practice;
 • Physical daily on camps. 

Period three – spring

From here we try to have different set ups and goals for different age groups. 

Short putting and chipping as well as start on line shall be main focus. Max nine holes 
play. Physical daily on camps. 

Have a combination of bulk and random practice. 

Station practice in groups. 

Play shall have a clear purpose, e. g. extra points for up and downs. 

Food shall be planned as healthy as possible. 

Do practice around 5 % set up in short game and demand X % but no testing and use 
of mechanical equipment (SAM PuttLab, BodiTrack or Trackman). 

Period four – summer

Divide group according to how long they have been in this education and set up prac-
tice according to their level. 

Performance practice. 

Random practice and two nine holes. 

One or max three balls practice. Focus on target practice in short putting, chipping 
and start on line. 

Warm up physical education. Here we want to create habits for the future: physical 
preparation before coming to the course. 
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Nine holes can be played like this: one as a practice round and have a discussion in 
the evening regarding strategy. Next day play according to the plan. 

Period five – autumn

2-day match between teams as finale of the regional season. 

Here we try to do BodiTrack check but also one ball practice up and down

6. PART SIX – NATIONAL TEAM WORK

National Team work

The goal for our work is to win international success and to prepare players for a profes-
sional life. To be able to do so we will continue the work from Regional in short game 
by adding more shots around the green and sharpening the edge in the basic ones. 

They shall have a scoring average on 71 for men and 72 for ladies. 

This means that they most likely will be Top 100 on WAGR. 

In ball striking the targets are that when a player leaves he shall be good in starting 
the ball on line and handle one curve. 

In wedges we will develop player’s ability to have the same flight for good distance 
control. 

Goal is that they shall be 70 % players in 5 % test. 

For the physical we want them to be healthy and in good shape that they can stand 
6 hours full practice 6 days a week. They shall also be able to recover quickly after 
a tournament period. 

We want to create physical habits also for life. As well as awareness of their daily food 
influence on their health and performance. 

The work shall include:

 • Yearly test camps. Both for 5 % and physical;
 • Yearly planning and evaluation with players and their home coach;
 • Feedback on tournament schedule;
 • Inputs and feedback around their stats;
 • Tournament coaching on bigger events as well as feedback;
 • 2–4 camps abroad for quality work and course management;
 • 3–4 camps in the Czech Republic for sharpening the edge;
 • Team spirit camp before team events. 
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Period one – winter

Individual meeting with players, coach and parents. 

Evaluation of the past year. 

Analyzing stats. 

Make a short term plan – winter period – year. 

Go over the long term plan – 5 years. 

Do set up and demanding practice – practice diary. 

Camp focused on fitness. 

Balance and explosive things central during this camp as well as coordination exercises. 

Golf camp abroad. 

Bulk practice and a lot of ball striking. Start on line focus as well as curve control de-
pending on standard. 

Wedge work to be able to have the same flight for different distances. 

Play focus on ball striking, wedges and strategy. 

Here we will work around Trackman numbers as well as BodiTrack. 

Hard physical during camp. 

Feedback meeting with home coach to evaluate how winter has been and look ahead. 
Discuss tournament schedule and amount of practice. 

Period two – spring

Camp abroad focusing on short game. 

A mix between bulk and random practice with a limited amount of balls. 

Trackman and BodiTrack check for some. 

April camp in the Czech Republic. 

Focus on strategy and wedge game. 

Playing exercises. 

Team spirit camp before European Team Championships. 

Meet up with all college players. 

Period three – performance

Camp in the Czech Republic with focus on up and down practice and distance con-
trol with wedges. 

Target is to be 60 % in up and down and inside 5 % half of the time with wedges. 
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Follow up putting work with SAM PuttLab. 

Period four - autumn

Camp in the Czech Republic. 

Start of winter period for next year. Videotaping players and do BodiTrack. Exercises 
will be around 5 % practice. 

Test camp for golf and physical. 

Analyzing and give feedback to all players and coaches. 

Pick next years´ squad. 

If possible have camp for college players in the USA. 

Junior camp abroad. 

We will work with:

 • course management – strategy
 • start on line – curve control (one preferred curve)
 • wind shots – use and work against
 • more shots in the bag around the green
 • pitching
 • wedge game
 • distance control on approach shots
 • how the ball reacts from different grass – sits up or down
 • different lies(uphill / downhill and so on) – what happens with the flight)
 • rough – what happens with the club
 • landing angle - what happens when the ball lands on different spots
 • green – grain
 • performance preparation
 • proper body work
 • use stats for development
 • practice programs – quality in practice, drills
 • tournament schedule
 • physical golf related work – proper body work
 • golf swing related to physical quality
 • physical program
 • routine on and off the course

To have high quality in all practices we focus on:

Using the time well

Quality in everything we do
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Clear purpose and goals with everything

 • Use 5 % practice to know what’s good or not
 • Focus on things we can control
 • Be top class in “easy” shots around the green
 • Distance control with wedges
 • Get it in play from tee work
 • Be 99 % inside 1 m and 50 % inside 3 m
 • Up and down stats on 60 % 
 • Take care of the body: food, physical work, recovery
 • How we use our body efficiently for the swing the player wants
 • Play alike practices

Practice

The year has to be planned in periods. 

Nov – Dec  Physical as well as rest and start technical work. 

Jan – March  Physical and hard golf practice. 

April – May  Physical and golf focus on short game. 

May – Sept Easier physical but don’t stop. Find the break for the rest and never 
play more then 3–4 weeks in a row. Practice with few balls and as lit-
tle play as possible. 

Oct – Nov Rest and start harder physical work. 

Development plan

Each performance player has to have his development plan consisting of short-term 
and long-term goals. It is very important to have the development plan and stick to 
it. The plan has to be checked with coach in time and updated every year. 
link to download the development plan sheet   

Individual planning

Each performance player also plans the detailed practice schedule week by week. 
There can be different plans for different parts of the season or situations. 

Example of the practice plan for easy week, hard week and week between tournaments:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wlsWUmh1cXeqUvS0GzOavgoxB-r2wVMX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wlsWUmh1cXeqUvS0GzOavgoxB-r2wVMX/view?usp=sharing
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7. PART SEVEN

5 % PRACTICE
If a player can play 5 % golf he never misses more than 5 % of the distance radius. 

So if the driver is 250 m the miss has to be inside 12,5 m from the centre of aiming 
point. If a player can play 5 % golf he will never score over par. There is an endless 
way of using this for practice and we use tape, thin rope or chalk to frame the target. 

Hit 10 shots and try to reach your target in %. 90 % is world class, 80 % is European 
Tour standard, 70 % is European Challenge Tour / Satellite Tours & world elite amateurs 
standard, 60 % is the international amateur level, 50 % is National Team level. This can 
also be used for shot making. Can you hit 7 out of 10 fades / draws? Just for example. 

PUTTING PRACTICE
Putting has three main parts:

 • Reading the line. Most important thing. 

Put 3 balls on a straight line to the hole. Stand over the one furthest away and put 
the putter down behind the ball. Now you have to see all in a line to the hole. If not 
try to adjust eye line or head position. 

Work on rolling the ball by hand and practice to read. 

Putt a lot of breaking putts during practice. 

 • Be able to start the ball on the line you read. 

Chalk line good for this. Gates. 

This is mainly club face aiming and can be checked by a friend or with SAM PuttLab. 

 • Pace. Good is to work towards the edge of the green. Putt balls from different 
distances and try to have them inside 1m from the edge. 

Three ball practice

Hit one and try to get the other inside a foot from the first. 

Key here is consistency in impact location on the putter and rhythm. 

For best roll we want to hit rather high on the face and with a raising angle. 

To become good at impact use lipstick to mark the centre or tape to frame the centre. 

Short putting

Inside 3 m we don’t use 5 %. This is a making distance even if statistics say some-
thing else. 

Putting circle

Use 3, 4 and 5 feet in three circles. 15 balls in total. Try to make all in a row and re-
start if you miss. 

Level 2: same circles on a slope. 
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time MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT SUN
8.00 run 20 

shower, breakfast
run 20 min day off but do a

9.00 putting 3, 5, 7 feet 
circle

Physical work Putt Make a 9 hole play with 
5–15m
putts score par or better
Trackman with coach. Find 
your numbers when the best 
shots

Putt 4, 6, 8 feet 
work 90 % 

physical session for 
1,5 hour

10.00 trackman with coach
start on line

Play on range: Play 
18 hole so act like 
on course and 
switch clubs

play 18 
hole

11.00 chip land 5, 10, 15 m 
in sequence

short putting  
3–6 feet

12.00 lunch lunch lunch lunch lunch
13.00 play 9 if possible
1400 Hit draw with 5 clubs. 

Shift club after every 5 
shot. 80 % target

Play nine hole Ballstriking: Work on flight 
and curve

15.00 ballstriking flightwork
Pitch. Make a circle 
that is 3 m in radius 
hit from 3 dist. Target 
60 % in

Pitch distance work

16.00 pitch land 25 50 
75 m 5 at each 
3/5 ok

Work with ball 
flight driver

Hit 100 
balls

17.00 30 min bunker practice 
hit 2 as close to each 
other as possible

Physic with coach
Stability and explosive

18.00 Gym or jump, sprint 
explosive things

Do gym at home. Jump 
with rope and stretch

Individual planning – a week between tournaments
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time MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT SUN
8.00 run 20 min

shower
breakfast

Explosive work one hour run 20 min
shower
breakfast

run 20 min day off but 
do a physical 
session for 
1,5 hour

9.00 putting 3, 5, 
7 feet 
circle

short putting: 3, 4, 5 feet 
20 from each make 
19/20

Putt Make a 9 hole 
play with 5–15m 
putts score par or 
better

Putt 4, 6, 8 feet work 
90 % 

10.00 trackman wit coach 
start on line

putt work on roll from dif-
ferent places
to a hole. Inside 2 feet tar-
get 5 balls

Trackman with coach. 
Find your numbers 
when the best shots

Play on range: Play 
18 hole

play 18 hole

11.00 chip land 5, 10, 
15 m
in sequence

chip and putt. Make 9 up 
and down in a row

chip and putt: score un-
der par – have par

so act like on course 
and switch clubs

12.00 lunch lunch lunch lunch lunch
13.00 Chip and putt work 

1 hour
play 9 if possible

14.00 Hit draw with 5 clubs. 
Shift club after every 5 
shot. 80 % target

short pitching 1 hour 1 
flag 5 ball. Walk around 
and drop balls and hit 
lob and pitches inside 
one club lenght

Ballstriking: Work on 
flight and curve

15.00 ballstriking
flightwork

Pitch. Make a circle that is 
3 m in radius hit from 3 
dist. Target 60 % in

Pitch distance work Short Pitching: 9 hole 
around a green. One 
ball. See if you can do 
9 up and down

16.00 pitch land 25 50 
75 m 5 at each 
3/5 ok

Physic with coach Lob and 
pitch work 
for one hour

17.00 30 min bunker practice
hit 2 as close to each oth-
er as possible Do gym at 
home. Jump with rope 
and stretch

Play 9 hole fitness with coach
stability and explosive

Drive and wedge 50 
balls

short putting 
30 min

18.00 Gym or jump, 
sprint
explosive things

Individual planning – a hard week 
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Individual planning – a week between tournaments

time MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT SUN

8.00 run 20 min
shower

breakfast run 20 min day off
but do a 
physical 
session for 
1,5 hour

9.00 putting 3, 5, 7 feet 
circle

Physical work Putt Make a 9 hole 
play with 5–15m 
putts score par or 
better

Putt 4, 6, 8 feet work 
90 % 

10.00 trackman start with coach
start on line

Trackman with coach. 
Find your numbers 
when the best shots

Play on range: Play 
18 hole so act like on 
course and switch clubs

play 18 hole

11.00 chip land 5, 10, 15 m in 
sequence

short putting  
3–6 feet

12.00 lunch lunch lunch lunch lunch

13.00

14.00 Hit draw with 5 
clubs. Shift club af-
ter every 5 shot. 
80 % target

Play nine hole Ballstriking: Work on 
flight and curve

play 9 if possible

15.00 ballstriking
flightwork

Pitch. Make a circle 
that is 3 m in radius

Pitch distance work

16.00 pitch land 25 50 75 m 5 at 
each 3/5 ok

hit from 3 dist. Tar-
get 60 % in

Work with ball 
flight driver

Hit 100 balls

17.00 30 min bunker 
practice
hit 2 as close to 
each other as 
possible

Physic with coach
Stability and explosive 
things

18.00 Gym or jump, sprint
explosive things

Do gym at home. 
Jump with rope and
stretch
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Cross

1 m, 1,5 m and 2 m putts in four directions. Try to make all and if you miss, restart 
or go back two steps. 

10 one putts

Four feet putts on a slope. Make all or restart. Routine must be done before each putt. 

Small hole

Putt from three feet but make the hole half the size with help of a foam rubber. 

1+2+3 and make par

Make a line with tees on 1, 2 and 3 meter putts. 

If you make all you have made birdie. 

If you miss 2 you have made bogey. 

Play 9 holes so 27 putts. 

6 m putts

Play 9 holes and all from 6 m. Break par. 

Distance putting

Hit one ball and then hit another and they should be inside a foot. Play until you have 
nine in a row inside one foot. 

Speed putt

Stand on a spot with three balls. Play towards three different holes and you should 
have them inside two feet. Switch “tee” and hit three new until you have made all, 
nine times. 

Putt with eyes closed

Putt and look at the hole

Break putting

Find a big slope and make a gate in the slope with tees. Try to walk around and see 
if you can make the putt through the gate. 

Reading and putting

Read a 5-10 m putt. Take the break point and put a gate there and try to putt through 
the gate and into the hole. 

Make sure you learn not to under read. 

Ball must stop inside two feet from the hole. 
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Peltz safety draw back

Play 9 holes. If you stop short or outside two feet from the hole you have to draw 
back the ball one club length. Par is 18. 

Two putts

Put up 9 cones in distances from 4 to 12 m. Player has to two putt or better from 
each. If not start from the beginning again. 

CHIPPING PRACTICE

Short chipping with different clubs

Hit 10 balls and try to make 30 % into the hole. 

5 to 10 m chips. 

Chip with right hand only

and focus on keeping the angle of the wrist. Short chipping. 

Sand chipping

Practice from sandy or hard surface to improve contact. 

Towel exercise

Put out a towel and practice landing on the towel. Use lofted club. 

Chip and reading

Practice chip and run and read the green carefully from the landing spot to the hole. 

Chip and putt

Play nine holes around the green and hole out all putts. Try to play on par (18). 

PITCHING INSIDE 40 m
Practice on finding landing spot that is flat and hit to it. One point if you are inside 
a meter. 

Read the break from the landing spot. 

Mark landing spots with two clubs and a meter between them. 

Towel practice

Take a large towel and practice on landing on the towel. For this you don’t need any 
green. Works in the garden. 

Level two: stand five meters from the green and hit 20 balls to the towel five meters 
in on the green. If you can land 10 on the towel walk back 5meters. How far back 
can you go?
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Level three: hit one ball only from each distance and see how many you can have in 
a row. 

Distance control

Lay clubs down on the green at different distances with 10 % gap between. On a 20 
meter pitch the gap is 2 meters. Have five distances to work on. Works in the garden. 

Play 9 holes

Make a course with 9 holes and try to makeup and down. 5 is fine. 

Different lies practice

Put up a practice for pitching with different lies. Hard to soft surface. Short to long 
grass. Ball sits down or sits up. Discuss. 

Lob practice

Use same as above but you have to lob.  

WEDGE PRACTICE
Players should have two or three distances with all wedges. They could either grip 
down or adjust length in swing (clock system). 

Technical focus on turn upper body and cock wrist and make sure club is on plane. 
Forward make sure you use body. Hold for lower and re cock for slightly higher. 

For spin make sure you hit low on the face, have speed and clean club face. 

Angle of attack around 5–6 degrees. 

Flight practice

Practice indoor and have a line in the net to compare flight with or some point outdoor. 

Trackman work. 

Try to have similar flight for the same distance. 

Distance work

Use one club and two or three types of shots. Play 10 each way. Measure the dis-
tances and note. 

Do so for all wedges at least once a month. 

Distance perfection

Make lines with cones or rope and try to hit the same distance with 5 shots and after 
that one – one – one, for example 50 – 60 – 70 – 80 – 90 m. 

Put down rope or cones 5 % before and after the distance. 

Here it works with any field to practice at. 

tel:50%20%E2%80%93%2060%20%E2%80%93%2070%20%E2%80%93%2080%20%E2%80%93%2090
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Robert Karlsson wedge work

Put out your bag as target or a flag. Pick five distances you want to work on. Put out 
your practice balls at all five distances and walk randomly between. 

50 % inside 3 club lengths is world class!

Target practice

Practice towards a flag. Hit one – one – one to different flags or from different spots 
to one flag. 

BUNKER PRACTICE
Target is to be 50 % up and down from the bunker. 

Three levels:

 • Feel confident to get out of the bunker
 • Hit short and long bunker shots. Learn to use other clubs in the sand
 • Distance control mainly on short shots

Basics

Stand wide and have knees over feet with most pressure on the leading foot. Sitting 
is the feeling. Keep lower body quiet and swing mostly with upper body. Set wrist 
and open the club face in the back swing. Path is in to in. Make sure to learn to use 
the bounce. 

You can work on this without balls to get a shallow “divot” in the sand. 

Distance practice

Put out three cones inside 10 m on the green and hit 5 balls to each from one spot. 

When you are pleased hit one – one – one to each distance. 

Flight work

Can you hit high and stop, low that releases, high that releases, low spiny?

Different lies

Practice from downhill, uphill, sidehill and plugged lies. 

Nine balls

Throw 9 balls in the bunker and try to have 5 up and down. 

BALL STRIKING PRACTICE
Important to divide technical practice and target practice. 

In technical practice we pay attention to what we do and in target practice we pay 
attention to the result. 
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In technical practice we can use feel, flight, mirrors, video or Trackman as feedback. 

In target practice divide it into bulk and random. I often call random practice as per-
formance practice and should be as similar to the real play as possible. 

Use cones for framing the target within 5 % radius of the distance. 

Practice from different lies is important so not only from perfect lies on the range. 

Flight practice

Try to work on one flight as your stock shot. 

This is the most important thing for result. To have 100 % confidence for one flight. 

Play on the range

Play your next tournament course on the range so only one shot with each club. 

Do full routine on every shot. 

Switch club

Hit max five shots with each club and switch. 

Different types of shots

Hit it low and hit it high. Hit a fade and hit a draw. Hit from downhill and uphill. Dif-
ferent side lies. 

Routine practice and breathing

This is the same as play on the range but pay attention to your breathing. 

Full routine for every shot and switch target for every shot. 

5 % practice

Pick five clubs. Hit 10 shots with each to a 5 % wide target. Pick two spots to hit be-
tween. Try to be 90 % on range. 

Target focus practice

Use three clubs and hit 10 balls with each. Do routine on every shot. Visualize the 
target and try to keep it during the swing. 

PLAYING PRACTICE
Practice on the course shall have a clear purpose. 9 holes. Best is to play late before 
darkness or early in morning so you can hit more than one ball. 

Driver focus

Hit 3 drives and play with the worst drive. 
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Driver focus 2

Play normal and score. You have to hit driver on all holes except par 3’s. 

One penalty every time you miss the fairway or when you can’t hit towards the green 
(easily). 

Wedge focus

Hit 3 wedges from same spot and score with the worst.  

Confidence practice

Play two ball scramble by yourself and pick the best. How low can you score?

Worse ball

Hit two shots from each spot and always go on with the worse ball. 

Up and down scoring

Play normal but hit an extra ball from a spot off the green; if you get up and down 
you get an extra point. 

Points golf 9 holes

This is a quick play. Hit drives and approach shots from a distance you want to prac-
tice on (middle iron, short iron or wedges). 

One point for every fairway hit and one for every green hit. Wedges inside 3 club 
lengths. 14 or better is great. 

Play without driver

Play normal but leave the driver in the bag. Can you score?

Strategy

Play normal but you can only use the same club three times during 9 holes. 

Only wedges

Walk the course with only a wedge. Decide a spot on the green, either side of the pin. 
Play two shots from one spot and try to hit on the side you decided. 

Flight play

Try to play and use four types of flights. Hit draw, fade, low and high. 

Call the shot

Decide the type of shot and give yourself a point if you hit the type you decided. 

Play from front tees 

Play from as forward tees as you can and practice short approach shots. 
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8. PART EIGHT

5% test or practice

The practice can be that they stand on a spot until they have done X % before they go 
to the next or that they move all the time and do all 3 times for example. 

link to download the scoring sheet

Short game test

How many club lengths from the target?

Play one shot from each and measure the club lengths

Total record is 11

link to download the scoring sheet   

Peltz short game test/practice

Drop the ball (place it in the bunker)

30–45 m  pitch  5 shots

20–30 m  pitch  5 shots

15–20 m  pitch  5 shots

12–16 m  lob  5 shots

5–10 m  bunker  5 shots

10–18 m  bunker  5 shots

7–12 m  chip  5 shots

15–20 m  chip  5 shots

Points: in hole 4 points, inside 3 feet 2 points, inside 3 to 6 feet 1 point

Tour avg.: men 126, ladies 115. 

Peltz putting test

link to download the scoring sheet   

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wgFOymMDKqNZEUqCe3JhcXqvcJ3p-ePv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wjLLoq3CQ12ocQ_2Vzq9bRX4H07L8Bxv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wjLLoq3CQ12ocQ_2Vzq9bRX4H07L8Bxv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1h2_4LBfS8GlYwIRwhTmbOlEf2xU1c_iY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1h2_4LBfS8GlYwIRwhTmbOlEf2xU1c_iY/view?usp=sharing



